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ABSTRACT
Vestibular primary afferents in the normal mammal
are spontaneously active. The consensus hypothesis
states that such discharge patterns are independent of
stimulation and depend instead on excitation by ves-
tibular hair cells due to background release of synap-
tic neurotransmitter. In the case of otoconial sensory
receptors, it is difficult to test the independence of
resting discharge from natural tonic stimulation by
gravity. We examined this question by studying
discharge patterns of single vestibular primary affer-
ent neurons in the absence of gravity stimulation
using two mutant strains of mice that lack otoconia
(OTO−; head tilt, het-Nox3, and tilted, tlt-Otop1). Our
findings demonstrated that macular primary afferent
neurons exhibit robust resting discharge activity in
OTO− mice. Spike interval coefficient of variation
(CV=SD/mean spike interval) values reflected both
regular and irregular discharge patterns in OTO−
mice, and the range of values for rate-normalized CV
was similar to mice and other mammals with intact
otoconia although there were proportionately fewer
irregular fibers. Mean discharge rates were slightly
higher in otoconia-deficient strains even after ac-
counting for proportionately fewer irregular fibers
[OTO−=75.4±31.1(113) vs OTO+=68.1±28.5(143) in
sp/s]. These results confirm the hypothesis that resting
activity in macular primary afferents occurs in the
absence of ambient stimulation. The robust discharge
rates are interesting in that they may reflect the
presence of a functionally ‘up-regulated’ tonic excitato-
ry process in the absence of natural sensory stimulation.
Keywords: sensory deprivation, spontaneous
activity, resting activity, vestibular ganglion cells,
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INTRODUCTION
Sensory information about ambient sound, head
motion, and orientation in relation to gravity is
provided to the brain by sensory organs located in
the inner ear. This sensory information is first
encoded in specialized mechanoreceptors known as
hair cells. Hair cells in turn transfer sensory informa-
tion to primary afferent neurons (ganglion cells) via
chemical synaptic transmission. The information
reaches the brain as action potentials conducted
along ganglion cell processes. Ganglion cells of the
auditory and vestibular nerve (i.e., eighth cranial
nerve, VIIIn) as well as those of the lateral line in
lower vertebrates are spontaneously active in mature
animals. That is, in the absence of any sensory
stimulation, ganglion cells exhibit robust discharge
patterns with spike rates and probability features that
depend in part on the particular sensory end organ
they innervate (Fernandez et al. 1972; e.g., Goldberg
and Fernandez 1971b; Jones and Jones 2000; Kiang
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1965). However, spontaneous discharge is not a
general feature of all mature primary afferent neu-
rons. It is virtually absent for example in primary
afferents of dorsal root ganglia in the mature animal,
although it is transiently present during ontogeny
(Fitzgerald 1987; Fitzgerald and Fulton 1992).
The discharge of the eighth nerve sensory neurons
in the absence of stimulation is thought to arise from
a steady excitation due to background calcium-
dependent release of neurotransmitter from presyn-
aptic hair cells (Adrian 1943; Annoni et al. 1984; Flock
and Russel 1976; Furukawa et al. 1972; Furukawa and
Ishii 1967; Harris and Flock 1967; Holt et al. 2006,
2007; Hudspeth 1986; Ishii et al. 1971; Katz 1969;
Rossi et al. 1977; Schessel et al. 1991; Siegel 1992;
Siegel and Dallos 1986; see recent review by Fuchs
and Parsons 2006 regarding the details of synaptic
release and physiology). The release of chemical
neurotransmitter into the synapse by hair cells is
thought to produce a steady background excitation of
primary afferent dendrites and in turn lead to action
potential discharge patterns. Thus, spontaneous activ-
ity in primary afferents of these systems can be
considered to be autogenous in nature; that is, it
arises from a process that begins within the hair cell
and is independent of ambient stimulation. Evidence
supporting this consensus hypothesis includes the
observation that spontaneous discharge of neurons is
reduced or eliminated by destroying hair cells (Kiang
et al. 1976; Li and Correia 1998; Muller et al. 1997;
Salvi et al. 1994, 1998) or by otherwise isolating
neurons from hair cells in mature (Santos-Sacchi
1993) and neonatal animals (Risner and Holt 2006).
Furthermore, uncoupling ambient stimuli fails to
block spontaneous activity in some hair cell systems
(e.g., plugging canals: Goldberg and Fernandez 1975
and Harris and Flock 1967; removing the cupula:
Harris and Milne 1965), thus demonstrating an
independence from external stimulation.
Sensory neurons innervating the cochlea or the
semicircular canal end organs can be studied in the
absence of experimental stimulation by controlling
ambient sound and angular head motion. However, it
is not possible to eliminate the stimulus action of
gravity on macular organs for long periods of time in
normal animals on Earth. Even when the head is
motionless and in an ‘Earth horizontal’ position,
there may be shearing forces acting on the underlying
epithelium resulting in tonic stimulation, as it is
virtually impossible to know the precise orientation
of the utricle, for example, relative to the head and
the ambient gravity vector. Thus, under normal
conditions, it is not possible to entirely prevent
stimulation of receptor end organs and thus, in the
case of macular sensory elements, a tonic shearing
displacement may act as a stimulus.
The discharge patterns of macular afferents in the
absence of head motion (i.e., resting discharge) have
been characterized in detail in mammals (Baird and
Lewis 1986; Baird and Schuff 1994; Dickman et al.
1991; Fernandez et al. 1972, 1990; Fernandez and
Goldberg 1976a; Goldberg et al. 1990b, a; Goldberg
and Fernandez 1975; Loe et al. 1973; Tomko et al.
1981) and to some extent in birds (Anastasio et al.
1985; Jones and Jones 2000; Manley et al. 1991; Si et
al. 1997). However, similar studies have not been
completed in the absence of gravity loading of
macular systems. It would be valuable to contrast
resting discharge patterns of loaded versus unloaded
macular receptors. This would provide a means to
evaluate the role, if any, for static loading in the
generation of resting mean discharge rates and
characteristics. The discovery of mouse mutations that
lack macular otoconia suggests an opportunity to
study unloaded macular receptors and primary affer-
ents in detail (Bergstrom et al. 1998; Hurle et al. 2001,
2003; Paffenholz et al. 2004).
In the absence of otoconia, the density gradients
critical for stimulus action (e.g., by gravity or head
translation) in maculae are absent. Natural stimula-
tion therefore is not possible in these animals. Indeed,
these mutant animals are unable to swim and orient
properly in water and evidence no response to pulsed
linear acceleration stimuli (Jones et al. 1999, 2004).
Clearly these otoconia-deficient animals offer the
potential for evaluating the effects of a chronically
unloaded macula on vestibular circuits. However, as a
preface to such investigation, it is essential to address
in otoconia-deficient mice two fundamental questions:
(1) Does the necessary synaptic apparatus exist to
support spontaneous primary afferent discharge and
(2) is spontaneous discharge actually present in
macular afferents in these animals? Recent observa-
tions clearly show that the synaptic machinery, includ-
ing ribbon synapses and vesicles, are abundant in the
maculae of head tilt and tilted animals (Hoffman et al.
2006). We therefore hypothesize that macular primary
afferents are spontaneously active in otoconia-deficient
mice. The principal questions addressed in the current
report were (1) are macular primary afferents sponta-
neously active in mice lacking otoconia, and if so, then
(2) what is the nature of such resting discharge in
comparison to mice having a normal complement of
otoconia?
METHODS
Animals and surgical preparation
The care and use of animals in this study were
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
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Committees at East Carolina University (ECU) and
the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA)
and conformed to all NIH guidelines. All animals
included in this study were mice (Mus musculus) bred
from stock obtained directly from The Jackson
Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) and maintained
in closed colonies at ECU.
Unless otherwise stated, summary values reported
here are expressed in the form X±SD(n) where X is
the mean, SD is the standard deviation, and n is the
sample size. The animals used in this investigation
were weaned mice [∼3 to 13 weeks of age and on
average were 43.2±12.3(87) days old].
Animals were randomly selected from first genera-
tion progeny of breeding crosses between confirmed
homozygous “head tilt” mice [(CB57BL/6JEi-Nox3het)/
(CB57BL/6JEi-Nox3het)], abbreviated het(−/−)
(Bergstrom et al. 1998; Paffenholz et al. 2004; Sweet
1980); and heterozygous head tilt mice[(CB57BL/6J)/
(CB57BL/6JEi-Nox3het)], abbreviated het(+/−)] as well
as confirmed homozygous tilted mice [(C57BL/6J-
Otop1tlt)/(C57BL/6J-Otop1tlt), abbreviated tlt(−/−)
(Hurle et al. 2001, 2003)]; and heterozygous tilted
(C57BL/6J)/(C57BL/6J-Otop1tlt), abbreviated tlt(+/−).
The absence or presence of otoconia was confirmed
postmortem in all animals by visual inspection of ma-
culae under the dissecting microscope. In both strains,
only homozygous mutants [het(−/−) or tlt(−/−)] fail to
develop otoconia, whereas all heterozygote animals [het
(+/−) or (tlt(+/−)] develop otoconia normally.
Animals demonstrating an absence of otoconia
were assigned the otoconia-deficient phenotype
(OTO−) and were designated as either a homozygous
null het [het(−/−)] or tlt [(tlt(−/−)] genotype accord-
ing to the source breeding cross. Animals demonstrat-
ing the presence of otoconia were assigned to the
otoconia-present phenotype (OTO+) and designated
as either a heterozygote het [het(+/−)] or a heterozy-
gote tlt [tlt(+/−)] genotype according to the source
breeding cross.
A swimming test (Jones et al. 1999; Lim et al. 1978;
Ornitz et al. 1998) was performed on each animal
immediately prior to experiments. Normal swimming
behavior was represented by the animal’s ability to
orient in a head-up position and swim comfortably.
Behaviors indicative of non-swimming animals includ-
ed a marked failure to swim and orient properly as
well as somersaulting and/or rolling movements in
the water. Following each study, temporal bones were
harvested, maculae dissected out, and examined for
otoconia.
The animals were anesthetized with an intraperito-
neal injection of anesthetic (ketamine/xylazine cock-
tail: ketamine, 18 mg/ml; and xylazine, 2 mg/ml; dose
of a mixture of 0.07 ml/10 g body weight) and placed
prone on a thermostatically controlled heating pad
(Fredrick–Haer, FHC 40-90-8c, DC temperature con-
trol module) that was attached to a turntable plat-
form. The turntable was used to produce rotational
stimuli for identifying semicircular canal afferents
during our studies. The entire assembly was fixed on
an air suspension table, which served to minimize
vibration. The head of each animal was stabilized and
held in position using skull screws embedded in
plaster and was positioned initially nose-forward
toward the axis of rotation with the interaural line
lying approximately in the horizontal plane and nose-
pitched slightly downward to varying degrees. The
head of each animal was placed approximately in the
same spatial orientation during recordings in order to
access the superior nerve with microelectrodes.
The distance between the table axis of rotation and
the midline point of the interaural line of each animal
was determined (mean 3.4±0.9 cm). The animal was
provided oxygen-enriched air to breathe via a poly-
ethylene tube and mask. Respiratory and heart rates
were monitored throughout the experimental proce-
dures. A rectal probe was placed and temperature
stabilized at ∼37.0±0.2°C. Subcutaneous lactated
Ringers solution was administered periodically
(∼0.5 ml/h), and maintenance doses of anesthetic
were administered as needed to maintain a deep
surgical plane of anesthesia (0.05 ml) throughout the
experiment.
Microsurgical procedures
The left superior vestibular nerve was surgically
accessed on the intracranial side of the temporal
bone using a posterolateral approach. The left
cerebellar hemisphere was exposed and the lateral
lobes removed to expose the arcuate fossa and
superior vestibular nerve at its entrance to the
temporal bone. In the mouse, the superior branch
of the vestibular nerve exits the temporal bone
through a distinct meatus before joining other
components of the eighth nerve as they project to
the brainstem. The superior vestibular nerve and its
internal meatus were exposed and clearly visualized in
place under the microscope. For each electrode
penetration, microelectrodes were advanced into the
nerve under direct visual observation. Microelectro-
des were glass-micropipettes-pulled using a Flaming/
Brown micropipette puller (Sutter Instrument Co.
model P-97). The pipettes were filled with 0.5 M KCL
in 0.05 M Tris buffer (pH 7.2–7.4) and were lowered
to the nerve sheath using a micromanipulator. The
tips were advanced into the nerve trunk using a
Burleigh Inchworm stepper microdrive. A silver wire
plated with silver chloride was placed in nearby
superficial tissues and used as a reference electrode.
Microelectrode impedance ranged from ∼10 to
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70 MΩ and was measured within the nerve using an
electrometer (World Precision Instruments; model
WPI 767).
Electrophysiological recordings
Many of the procedures used for electrophysiological
recording have been described previously (see Jones
and Jones 1995b, a; Jones et al. 2001, 2006; Jones and
Jones 2000). Recordings of action potentials (spikes)
were made from single vestibular primary afferent
neurons located in the vestibular nerve. Records of
“resting” activity (recorded in the absence of stimula-
tion) as well as driven activity recorded during
rotational stimulation were obtained. Neural activity
was amplified, led to a window discriminator, a spike
timer, and an analog tape recorder for storage and
offline analysis. In addition, a calibrated Watson an-
gular velocity sensor (model VSG-E469, sensitivity=
10°/s V−1) was secured to the stimulus turntable and
the output recorded on a separate channel of the
analog tape. Signals recorded on tape were later
digitized (16 bit conversion, 25,000 Hz sampling)
and spike onset times determined and used to
quantify action potential discharge characteristics.
The discharge of each neuron identified for study
was characterized by determining the total recording
time, total number of spikes, mean and instantaneous
spike rate, mean spike interval, standard deviation of
the spike interval (SDi), and interval coefficient of
variation (CV=SDi/mean spike interval). CV is a
traditional metric used to characterize spontaneous
discharge regularity (Fernandez et al. 1972; Goldberg
and Fernandez 1971b). For vestibular neurons, CV is a
function of spike discharge rate (Fernandez et al.
1972; Goldberg and Fernandez 1971b). These authors
have argued that because CV for a given neuron can
take on wide ranging values and because the curves of
individual neurons tend not to intersect those of
other neurons, cells may be uniquely ranked based on
CV provided the comparison across neurons is made
at the same discharge rate. For these reasons,
procedures for normalizing CV for particular rates
(generally designated CV*) have been developed and
widely used (Baird et al. 1988; e.g., Baird and Lewis
1986; Goldberg et al. 1982, 1984, 1990b, a; Hullar et
al. 2005; Lasker et al. 2008; Yang and Hullar 2007).
Here, we normalized CV to a 15-ms interval based on
the coefficients of Baird et al. (1988) for the
chinchilla and on those of Lasker et al. (2008)for
the mouse. The normalized CVs calculated using
these coefficients were designated CVc* and CVm*,
respectively.
All cells studied were recorded within approximate-
ly 2 h of the initial microelectrode penetration of the
nerve (time available prior to temporal bone harvest).
Cells evidencing non-stationary discharge behaviors
during recordings (e.g., evidencing injury discharge
features such as fluctuating spike rates, CV, or spike
amplitudes) were discarded.
Determining the response to stimulation
Typically, a recording of resting discharge activity was
made for 40 to 60 s for each neuron. Subsequently, a
series of auditory (complex sound transients) and
vestibular stimuli were presented. No cell responded
to auditory stimulation. Vestibular stimuli were rota-
tions produced by sinusoidal movement of the
turntable in the horizontal plane (sinusoid rotation:
peak angular velocity ranging from 4°/s to 14°/s at
frequencies from 0.5 to 1.5 Hz and peak angular
acceleration ranging from approximately 13°/s2 to
132°/s2). These stimulus maneuvers were used to iden-
tify the presence of a response rather than to charac-
terize the exact nature or sensitivity of the response
discharge.
To examine records for responses to stimulation,
spike discharge rate and angular velocity were plotted
as a function of time. The graphs were adjusted to
maximize the appearance of discharge rate fluctua-
tions about the mean discharge rate. Discharge
fluctuations were evaluated as a function of angular
velocity by computing the cross correlation (i.e., the
period histogram) of spike discharge over the stimu-
lus period [discharge probability (spike count) vs
cycle fraction (phase)]. Cells evidencing no consistent
activation phase between spike discharge and stimulus
cycle were regarded as being unresponsive to stimuli.
Cells demonstrating a discernable ampullary response
to rotation (i.e., a single period of activation during
the stimulus cycle) were otherwise excluded from the
data summaries presented here.
Labeling neurons and their dendrites
In order to verify that our recording site provided
access to macular primary afferents, we injected a
tract-tracing label and visualized the projections of
neurons within the peripheral vestibular epithelia.
During the course of each experiment, the tip of one
or more microelectrodes was filled with the fluoro-
phore 5-(and-6)-tetramethylrhodamine biocytin (bio-
cytin TMR, Invitrogen) and beveled to achieve an
impedance of ∼3 MΩ. The electrode was lowered to
penetrate the nerve sheath of the superior vestibular
nerve as usual. Upon isolating a discharging neuron, a
single 1-s pulse of air pressure (∼40 psi) was applied
to the electrode to express a small quantity of label.
The electrode was withdrawn to a position above the
nerve sheath where a second pressure pulse was
applied to confirm (under the microscope) the
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appearance of label at the electrode tip. Over the
following 1 to 3 h, electrodes were filled with KCL
(without label), and electrode penetrations were
made to study discharge patterns as usual using our
standard unbeveled microelectrodes. At the end of
the experiment, the temporal bones were harvested,
the bone overlying the utricle and saccule was
removed, the membranous labyrinth incised, and
fixative (chilled 4% paraformaldehyde) was infused
into the endolymphatic and perilymphatic spaces.
The free temporal bones were then placed in fixative
in the refrigerator for 4 h and ultimately transferred
to buffered saline. The tissues were refrigerated until
dissected, examined for otoconia, and processed for
fluorescence microscopy (UCLA) within 10 days of
harvest. The extent and nature of dendritic labeling
was characterized using three-dimensional fluores-
cence confocal imaging.
Scanning electron microscopy
Siblings of animals used in the present study were
randomly sampled, temporal bones harvested, and
end-organ surfaces prepared for scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Mice were anesthetized, decapi-
tated, and the temporal bones were exposed from the
ventral side. The bullae were removed, and the oval
and round windows opened with a fine needle.
Fixative, 4% paraformaldehyde and 2% glutaralde-
hyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), was gently
infused. Temporal bones were then dissected, the
cochlear bone was opened, and specimens were
stored in fixative 1 to 3 days at 4°C. Specimens were
then dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol: 30, 50,
80, and 95% for 1 h each with gentle agitation and
stored in 100% ethanol overnight. End organs (utricle
and saccule) were dissected in 100% ethanol, critical
point dried (Bal-tec CPD 030), mounted on alumi-
num stubs, and sputter-coated (Anatech Hummer
6.6). Specimens were viewed with a FEI Quanta 200
scanning electron microscope.
Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using the general linear model for
analysis of variance (ANOVA), linear regression, and
the nonparametric chi-squared test (χ2) available in
SPSS 13 or 15. ANOVA was performed with and
without covariates as noted in the result section. The
threshold level of significance was p=0.05.
Traditional plots of CV versus mean inter-spike
interval (ISI) were used to represent the distribution
of CVs across discharge rates [i.e., ISI=(1/discharge
rate)×1,000, in milliseconds]. Quantitative compari-
sons of these distributions were made by forming a 2×
2 grid that divided each CV–ISI plot into four regions
as follows: region 1, CV≤0.1 and ISIG30 ms; region 2,
CV90.1 and ISI≤30 ms; region 3, CV90.1 and ISI9
30 ms; and region 4, CV≤0.1 and ISI930 ms. Counts
of cells having CV–ISI pair values within each region,
1 through 4, determined the frequencies for each
region, and these frequencies represented the distri-
bution of CV–ISI pairs for each genotype or pheno-
type under consideration. The resulting frequencies
were evaluated using the chi-squared statistic.
RESULTS
Typical examples of the utricular surfaces in the
heterozygote and homozygote genotypes are shown
in Figure 1. The abundance of otoconia for heterozy-
gote animals [het(+/−) and tlt(+/−)] is illustrated in
the example shown in Figure 1A. All animals demon-
strating this normal otoconial phenotype (OTO+)
oriented and swam normally in water. The absence of
otoconia in otoconia-deficient animals is illustrated in
Figure 1B and C. Panels B and C show the otoconial
membranes devoid of otoconia for the OTO− pheno-
type of homozygous tlt(−/−) and het(−/−) animals,
respectively. All animals demonstrating the OTO−
phenotype failed to orient and swim normally in
water.
The results of confocal imaging showed that
labeled neurons of the superior vestibular nerve
projected to the utricle, the sacculus, and the cristae
of the superior and horizontal canals in all genotypes.
Labeled terminal dendrites were distributed through-
out the epithelium in the utricle and cristae, whereas
labeled terminals were restricted to the epithelium of
the short limb of the sacculus. A similar distribution of
terminal dendrites has been reported for the superior
nerve in other mammals including the squirrel
monkey and chinchilla (e.g., Fernandez et al. 1972,
1988). Detailed studies of the vestibular neuroepithe-
lia and terminal fields of afferents from animals used
in the present study have been completed and are
currently being evaluated (Hoffman et al. 2007a, b;
Yao et al. 2007).
Two hundred sixty-six primary afferent neurons
from the superior vestibular nerve were recorded in
the present study. Resting discharge patterns were
collected and analyzed from 256 of these cells (143
normal, OTO+; 113 otoconia-deficient, OTO−). Cells
contributing to the resting discharge data were
obtained from 86 mice (49 normal and 37 otoconia-
deficient). The probability of isolating cells for study
was essentially the same for each genotype and similar
to other studies of mouse vestibular primary afferent
neurons (Yang and Hullar 2007). On average, approx-
imately three neurons were obtained from each
animal regardless of phenotype [ratio of neurons to
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animals: het+/−, 91/27; het−/−, 57/16; tlt−/−, 56/21;
tlt+/−, 52/22]. Recordings of neural activity were
made for up to ∼4.5 min with an average duration
of 43.5±21.3 (254) seconds. We attempted to evaluate
the response to rotational stimulation in 223 cells.
The effectiveness of rotational stimulation in the
present study is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows
two cells that responded to rotation with markedly
different sensitivities. It was possible to thoroughly
examine the response to rotation in 152 of these cells,
whereas 71 were lost before the test could be
completed. Ten of the 152 tested cells (∼7%, 10/
152) exhibited response discharge rates that modu-
lated with rotation frequency (e.g., Fig. 2) and were
identified as canal afferents. The remaining cells
tested (∼93%, 142/152) were regarded as macular
neurons. Canal fibers were observed in both OTO+
and OTO− phenotypes. Resting discharge data from
canal fibers were not included in the present analysis.
In the case of the remaining 43 cells (i.e., 266–223), it
was not possible to initiate the rotational stimulation
test. Thus, in the case of 114 cells (71 + 43), the
terminal end organ (canal versus macula) was inde-
terminate. However, one may reason that the propor-
FIG. 1. A Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the surface of the
utricular otoconial membrane from a normal mouse [OTO+, het(+/
−)]. Abundant otoconia are present. B SEM of the surface of the
utricular otoconial membrane from an otoconial-deficient mouse
[OTO−, tlt(−/−)]. The surface is devoid of otoconia. C SEM of the
surface of the utricular otoconial membrane from an otoconial-
deficient mouse [OTO−, het(−/−)]. The surface is devoid of otoconia.
Calibration bars equal 200 μm. LU left utricle, RU right utricle.
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tion of canal fibers among the indeterminate group
should be similar to that found among the 152 cells
fully tested (i.e., ∼7%). Based on this, one can
estimate that there were on the order of eight to ten
canal afferents represented among the indeterminate
group. It follows that summary data presented, for
example, in Tables 1 and 2, may include data from
eight to ten canal cells where the balance (∼95%) are
presumably of macular origin.
Figure 3 illustrates the resting discharge patterns of
representative neurons of the superior vestibular
nerve. Although these neurons were from otoconia-
deficient mice, the patterns are typical for relatively
regular (e.g., CV*G∼0.1) and irregular (e.g., CV*9
0.1) discharge patterns found in all four genotypes.
The cells of Figure 3 were unresponsive to rotational
stimulation.
Resting discharge rates
Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of spike rates
according to the age of animals (Fig. 4A) as well as
the ages of animals in each genotype (Fig. 4B). There
was no dependence of spike rate on the age of
animals (∼3 to 13 weeks old) and no significant
difference in age across genotypes. The resting
discharge rates of neurons from the four genetic
groups of animals are summarized in Figure 5. The
general distribution of spike rates was comparable for
all genotypes, and the most common rates ranged
between 55 and 110 sp/s. Mean values of spike
discharge rates are summarized in Table 1.
Regularity of resting discharge
The raw CV values and spike discharge rates for the
four genotypes are shown in Figure 6. The regularity
of spike discharge varied as a function of discharge
rate as measured by the CV. CV decreased with
increasing spike rate, and this was true generally as
well as for each genotype (regression, pG0.001, R29
0.40). This relationship may be discerned from data
FIG. 2. Two examples of the discharge response obtained from
vestibular primary afferents innervating the left horizontal crista in
the present study. Cells shown were activated by counter-clockwise
rotation. The figure illustrates the wide range of sensitivities
evidenced by cells responding to rotation. Discharge rate (sp/s) was
calculated as the reciprocal of the inter-spike interval based on the
onset time of each spike discharge minus the onset time of the
preceding spike. Gain (G) was calculated as the mean peak-to-peak
discharge rate divided by the peak-to-peak angular velocity. For
stimulus plots, positive fluctuations (upward) indicate clockwise
rotation, whereas negative fluctuations (downward) reflect counter-
clockwise rotation. Angular velocity is represented in degrees per
second. The stimulus frequencies shown were approximately one
cycle per second.
TABLE 1
Summary means for age, discharge rate, CV, CVc*, and CVm* [mean ± SD (N)]
Age (days) Rate (sp/s) CV CVc* CVm*
All 43.3±12.4 (86) 71.3±29.8 (256) 0.19±0.29 (256) 0.11±0.14 (239) 0.15±0.18 (177)
OTO+ 43.5±9.4 (49) 68.1±28.5 (143) 0.21±0.30 (143) 0.13±0.15 (136) 0.16±0.19 (109)
OTO− 42.9±15.7 (37) 75.4±31.1 (113) 0.17±0.3 (113) 0.09±0.12 (103) 0.12±0.15 (68)
het(+/−) 43.1±10.5 (27) 64.1±29.9 (91) 0.24±0.33 (91) 0.14±0.16 (85) 0.17±0.20 (71)
Tlt(+/−) 44.0±7.9 (22) 75.0±24.5 (52) 0.15±0.24 (52) 0.11±0.14 (51) 0.14±0.18 (38)
Het(−/−) 44.7±14.7 (16) 75.5±28.7 (57) 0.15±0.23 (57) 0.10±0.13 (54) 0.11±0.14 (35)
Tlt(−/−) 41.6±16.6 (21) 75.2±33.7 (56) 0.19±0.32 (56) 0.09±0.11 (49) 0.13±0.17 (33)
Means for spike discharge rate shown are not adjusted for CV effects.
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presented in Figure 6. Figure 7 illustrates CV as a
function of mean discharge interval (i.e., ISI) and
thus illustrates CV–ISI distributions. There were no
significant differences in CV–ISI distributions across
genotypes or between the two phenotypes. Figure 7
shows the pooled data for all genotypes. The solid
curves on Figure 7A represent power functions
describing CV as a function of mean interval, t, for
five different CVm* values including 0.025, 0.05, 0.1,
0.2, and 0.4. The power function is given by CV=a(t)
(CVm*)b(t), where a(t) and b(t) are the coefficients
for each mean interval, t, as determined by Lasker et
al. (2008) for the mouse. The value of the mean
interval for 79 cells fell outside the domain of mean
intervals for which there were coefficients. These cells
TABLE 2
Descriptive statistics for regular and irregular cells [mean ± SD (N)]
CVc* Spike discharge rate (sp/s)
Regular CVc*≤0.1 OTO+ 0.044±0.016 (99) OTO+ 76.3±20.1 (99)
OTO− 0.044±0.015 (84) OTO− 82.7±20.9 (84)
ALL 0.044±0.015 (183) ALL 79.2±20.7 (183)
Irregular CVc*90.1 OTO+ 0.347±0.120 (37) OTO+ 47.6±26.1 (37)
OTO− 0.307±0.153 (19) OTO− 57.9±30.1 (19)
ALL 0.333±0.132 (56) ALL 51.1±27.7 (56)
FIG. 3. Spontaneous action potential discharge records from six
vestibular primary afferent neurons obtained from six otoconia-
deficient mice [OTO−, het(−/−), and tlt(−/−)]. Regular and irregular
discharge patterns are illustrated. These cells were chosen for
illustration since they were typical examples having similar discharge
rates and were from animals lacking otoconia. Time is represented
horizontally, and the length of time bars represent 0.2 s. Cell
designation, discharge rate (sp/s), CVm* value, and genotype are as
follows: A EMV 185-3, CVm*, 0.025; rate, 67.9 sp/s; het(−/−). B EMV
200-2; CVm*, 0.028; rate, 72.8sp/s; het(−/−). C EMV 201-1; CVm*,
0.524; rate, 82.0 sp/s; het(−/−). D EMV 192-2; CVm*, 0.462; rate,
82.0 sp/s; tlt(−/−). E EMV 145-7; CVm*, 0.033; rate, 75.5 sp/s; tlt(−/
−). F EMV 238-3; CVm*, 0.636; rate, 74.0 sp/s; tlt(−/−).
FIG. 4. Summary of mean spontaneous discharge rates (sp/s) and
ages. A Summary of the mean discharge rate versus animal age. B
Distribution of animal ages (days) among the four genotypes of the
present study. For each genotype, the ages of cells are plotted
according to the order in which they were recorded (recording
order). Filled triangle het(+/−), open triangle het(−/−), open circle tlt
(−/−), filled circle tlt(+/−).
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therefore could not be included in CVm* data. For
this reason, we have also normalized our CV data
using coefficients derived for chinchilla afferents by
Baird et al. (1988), which include coefficients for
intervals as low as 8 ms (Fig. 7B). Use of CVc*
permitted the inclusion of all but 17 cells. The power
functions derived from each set of coefficients are
shown and may be compared in Figure 7A and B.
Summary descriptive statistics for CVc* and CVm* are
listed in Table 1. In the interest of representing as
many cells as possible in figures, we present CVc*
data. Similarly, CVc* values were used to preserve
sample sizes for normalized CV data in statistical tests.
General effects of normalizing CV
Figure 8 presents a summary of CVc* (panels A–D
and F) and non-normalized CV (panel E) data as a
function of genotype and sequential order of mea-
surement (x axis). CVc* distributions were similar for
each genotype in panels A–D of Figure 8. The effects
of normalizing data across all cells can be seen by
comparing panels E and F of Figure 8. The most
prominent adjustment in CV values produced by
normalization occurred in cells with CVs above ∼0.4.
The data of Figure 8 reflected the consistency of the
mouse preparation and methods used over time in
that distributions remain relatively constant over the
entire period of data collection.
Quantitative effects of genotype and phenotype
The results for spike discharge rates for all cells
irrespective of CV are summarized in Table 1. There
was a significant difference in spontaneous discharge
rates across genotypes (ANOVA, p=0.04). This effect was
also present after the means were adjusted for the
effects of differences in CVc* distributions among
groups. Adjustment of the means was accomplished by
using CVc* as a covariate (pG0.05, ANOVA: spike rate by
genotype with CVc* as covariate; Keppel and Wickens
2004). Pairwise comparisons of adjusted means indicat-
ed a significant difference between het(+/−) and het
(−/−) with higher mean discharge rates for het(−/−)
animals [p=0.03], whereas differences between tlt(+/−)
and tlt(−/−) did not reach significance.
There were no significant differences in mean
discharge rates for the two strains of heterozygotes
[het(+/−) and tlt(+/−)] or the two strains of homo-
zygotes [het(−/−) and tlt(−/−)], thus permitting the
pooling of rate data for all animals of the same
phenotype (i.e., pooled OTO+ or OTO− data).
Comparison of the discharge rates for cells from the
OTO+ and OTO− mice revealed a small but signifi-
cant effect of phenotype on spike rate (p=0.05).
Otoconia-deficient animals had slightly higher spon-
FIG. 5. Discharge rate as a function of genotype. Top Vestibular
primary afferent resting discharge rates plotted in the order of their
recording dates for each of four genotypes [het(+/−), het(−/−), tlt(+/−),
tlt(−/−)]. Lower Box plots illustrating summary statistics for each
genotype. The boundary of the box closest to zero indicates the 25th
percentile, a dotted line within the box marks the mean, the solid line
in the box is the median, and the boundary of the box farthest from
zero indicates the 75th percentile. Error bars above and below the
box indicate the 90th and 10th percentiles and the plus sign marks
are 5th and 95th percentiles.
FIG. 6. Interval coefficient of variation (CV) plotted as a function of
discharge rate for four genotypes [A tlt(−/−), B tlt(+/−), C het(−/−), and
D het(+/−)]. CV decreased with increasing discharge rate for all
genotypes. There were no effects of genotype on the relationship.
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taneous discharge rates on average (OTO+=68.1;
OTO−=75.4 sp/s; ANOVA, p=0.05 see Tables 1 and
2), and this effect remained when differences in CVc*
distributions were taken into consideration (i.e.,
ANOVA, CVc* as covariate, p=0.02).
Summary means for CV, CVc*, and CVm* are also
shown in Tables 1 and 2. There were no differences in
mean CV values or in CV–ISI distributions for the two
strains of heterozygotes [het(+/−) and tlt(+/−)] or
homozygotes [het(−/−) and tlt(−/−)], thus permit-
ting the combining of CV data for all animals of the
same phenotype (OTO+ or OTO−). There was also
no effect of phenotype on the mean values of CVc* or
on CVc*–ISI distributions.
Frequency distributions of CVc*
The frequency distributions of normalized CVc*
values are presented graphically in Figure 9. In
normal animals (OTO+), CVc* was distributed in a
FIG. 7. Interval coefficient of variation (CV) for all cells plotted as a
function of discharge interval [i.e., inter-spike interval (ISI)]. The graphs
illustrate the CV–ISI distribution for all cells. The solid line curves
represent the power functions given by CV=a(t)(CV*)b(t) where a(t) and
b(t) are the coefficients determined by Lasker et. al. (2008) for the
mouse (A CVm*) and by Baird et al. (1988) for the chinchilla (B CVc*).
A CV are superposed with normalized iso-lines for CVm* (mouse)
where CV=a(t)(CVm*)b(t). Iso-lines represent CVm* values of 0.025,
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4. B CVare superposed with normalized iso-lines
for CVc* (chinchilla) where CV=a(t)(CVc*)b(t). Lines for CVc* values of
0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 are shown. Vertical dashed lines mark
the limiting range of discharge intervals available for the mouse (A)
and chinchilla (B). CV values lying outside interval ranges could not
be normalized. Coefficients available for the chinchilla (B) afforded the
maximum number of normalized CV.
FIG. 8. Normalized coefficient of variation values (CVc*) for each genotype plotted according to the order in which they were recorded. A–D
CVc* for tltl(−/−), tlt(+/−), het(−/−), and het(+/−), respectively. E All non-normalized CV. F All normalized CVc* values. Note the effects of
normalization by comparing plots for E and F.
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clear bimodal pattern, where the largest number of
CVc* values were below 0.1. The second peak of the
bimodal distribution fell in the region between 0.2
and 0.8. The CVc* distribution in otoconia-deficient
animals (OTO−) was somewhat different in that there
tended to be only one major peak, which was formed
by cells having CVc* below 0.1. For CVc*’s above 0.1,
there were fewer numbers of cells overall compared to
normal animals, and the counts distributed rather
evenly between 0.1 and 0.8. The two CVc* distribu-
tions (OTO+ vs OTO−) were significantly different
(χ2; pG0.01), and the difference suggested that there
were proportionately fewer irregular fibers (CVc*9
0.1) among the cells of the OTO− animals. A
summary of CV data grouped according to traditional
regular (CV*≤0.1) and irregular (CV*90.1) catego-
ries is provided in Table 2.
DISCUSSION
Injection of label into the superior vestibular nerve
resulted in labeled dendrites located in the utricle,
sacculus, and cristae of the superior and horizontal
canals. Despite a notable projection from the superior
vestibular nerve to the two cristae, a very large
proportion of cells of the present study proved
unresponsive to rotational stimuli. This suggests that
the electrode size and trajectory typically used to
isolate cells in our studies preferentially sampled cells
innervating the maculae. Among those cells thor-
oughly tested by rotational stimulation, ∼93% were
unresponsive and likely of macular origin. We inter-
pret these findings to mean that a substantial number,
if not a preponderance of fibers studied in the present
report, were macular afferents. Furthermore, since all
of these cells were active, the results in OTO− mice
provide convincing evidence that, in the absence of
stimulation, macular primary afferents exhibit robust
spontaneous discharge. This finding confirms the
consensus hypothesis that resting macular activity
arises from mechanisms that are ultimately indepen-
dent of external stimulation.
The source of tonic excitation and resting discharge
As noted in “Introduction,” there is considerable
evidence that the spontaneous discharge of inner
ear and lateral line primary afferent neurons arises
from a steady excitation due to calcium-dependent
background release of neurotransmitter from presyn-
aptic hair cells. We have shown recently that the
synaptic machinery is present in otoconia-deficient
mice, from which, a tonic excitatory drive could arise
(Hoffman et al. 2006). The present results suggest
further that these synapses are functional, inasmuch
as the primary afferents exhibit robust spontaneous
activity with high rates of discharge. Together, the
observations in otoconia-deficient mice are consistent
with the traditional view that spontaneous macular
ganglion cell discharge depends critically on a tonic
FIG. 9. Distributions for CVc* values of otoconia-deficient (top
OTO−) and normal (bottom OTO+) mice. Bars indicate the number
of cells having CVc* values falling within each corresponding bin
range. The lower limit of each bin (Bi) is given by the following: for
each bin, i=1,2, …, 8; Bi=0.00625(2i), i.e., 0.025, 0.5, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4,
0.8, and 1.6.
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resting excitatory drive arising from presynaptic hair
cells and does not depend on external stimulation.
The alternative view holds that tonic vestibular
afferent discharge arises independently in the gangli-
on cell itself without the requirement for excitatory
drive from the hair cell. Reports of spontaneous
vestibular discharge in vitro (Desmadryl et al. 1986)
and following hair cell destruction (e.g., Hirvonen et
al. 2005) have been cited as evidence in support of
this alternative hypothesis. However, these studies did
not evaluate ganglion cells in the absence of hair cells
and, therefore, do not address the question of isolated
independent ganglion cell discharge. To our knowl-
edge, the study by Lin and Chen (2000) provides the
only evidence that eighth nerve ganglion cells are
capable of spontaneous discharge in the absence of
hair cells. In this case, isolated auditory spiral
ganglion cells of neonatal mice were shown to be
capable of slow (G10 sp/s) irregular spontaneous
activity. However, the capacity for such independent
activity reportedly was not present in adult animals
(Lin and Chen 2000; Santos-Sacchi 1993) nor was
activity present in isolated vestibular ganglion cells
even in the neonate (2006). Hence, the capacity for
independent discharge, if such a phenomenon could
exist at all in vivo, would be restricted to neonatal
auditory ganglion cells and be manifested as very low
rate irregular spike discharge.
The very nature of the animals and patterns of
vestibular activity in OTO− mice appear to rule
against the alternative hypothesis: (1) Our results
were obtained in vestibular afferents and in adult
animals, (2) discharge rates were well above 25 sp/s in
the vast majority of cells, and (3) the ganglion cells
were not isolated from hair cells but rather have been
shown to form terminal dendritic ribbon synapses
with hair cells (Hoffman et al. 2006). These facts
make it highly unlikely that the discharge character-
istics observed in vestibular primary afferents of OTO
− mice arose independently of tonic excitation by hair
cells. Indeed, the complex nature of spontaneous
discharge reported for OTO− animals in our view
simply cannot be explained on the basis of activity
patterns reported for physically isolated eighth nerve
ganglion cells.
Resting discharge regularity and rates in mice
The range of normalized CV* values obtained from
mice of the present study is comparable to that
reported for mouse canal afferents (Lasker et al.
2008; Yang and Hullar 2007). The range of CVs as well
as the mean CV for the OTO+ data closely approxi-
mate those reported in Figure 1 of Yang and Hullar
(2007) for “wild-type” C57 mice (no significant
difference, p90.2). Moreover, there is no significant
difference in the distribution of CV–ISI pairs obtained
from normal mice of the two studies (i.e., OTO+ mice
in the present study and C57 wild-type mice; Yang and
Hullar 2007; chi-square, p=0.1). Thus, the features of
discharge regularity exhibited by vestibular afferents
in the present study are not statistically different from
those reported for normal mice elsewhere.
The resting discharge rates reported here (Table 1,
OTO+: mean, ∼68 sp/s) are somewhat higher than
those reported for mice by Yang and Hullar (2007;
mean, ∼56 sp/s; significantly different, pG0.001) and
by Lasker et. al. (2008, estimated meanG55 sp/s). On
the other hand, rates observed here are more
comparable to those reported for other mammals
(e.g., for superior nerve macular neurons, means
∼66 sp/s: Baird et al. 1988; Fernandez and Goldberg
1976a; Goldberg et al. 1984; Goldberg and Fernandez
1971a). The basis of the rate differences across studies
in mice is not clear. Core temperatures were held
somewhat higher in the present study, and we report
results for macular afferents rather than canal affer-
ents. These factors may contribute to the differences
in discharge rates reported.
Discharge regularity
Resting or “spontaneous” discharge patterns for
vestibular primary afferents are generally thought of
as being of two basic types, irregular or regular, with a
number of distinct physiological response attributes
associated with each type (e.g., Baird and Lewis 1986;
Fernandez and Goldberg 1976a, b; Goldberg et al.
1984; Goldberg and Fernandez 1971b). For any given
vestibular neuron, CV can vary considerably as
illustrated by the power functions of CV versus mean
inter-spike interval in Figure 7. This complex behavior
of CV is not seen in all sensory neurons innervating
hair cells. Cochlear ganglion cells do not show a
diversity of discharge regularity. There are no “regu-
lar” spontaneous firing patterns in normal auditory
ganglion cells. Therefore the values of CV’s for
auditory neurons are all above ∼0.5 but most are
near 1.0 in the adult (Jones et al. 2007; Jones and
Jones 2000; Kiang 1965; Walsh et al. 1972). Further-
more, in auditory neurons, CV is not a function of
spike rate (Jones et al. 2007; Jones and Jones 2000).
Thus, despite having the shared features of (1)
innervating a non-neural receptor cell and (2)
exhibiting spontaneous discharge, there are funda-
mental differences in the discharge characteristics of
auditory and vestibular fibers. This suggests that one
needs more than just a hair cell and a ribbon synapse
to produce spontaneous discharge characteristics
matching those of the normal vestibular system. In
this context, it is notable that the discharge character-
istics of macular afferents in otoconia-deficient ani-
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mals exhibited the full range of CV* values found in
normal mammals and thus shared this characteristi-
cally vestibular feature.
Although the range of CVc* values for OTO+
and OTO− were similar, there was a small quanti-
tative difference in the frequency distribution of
CVc* that suggested OTO− mice had proportion-
ately fewer irregular fibers (Fig. 9). The importance
of this difference is not immediately clear since
variation in CV* distributions are common in the
literature, and it may simply reflect routine variability
in sampling.
The role of tonic vestibular input to the mature central
nervous system
The steady background discharge activity of vestib-
ular ganglion cells is transmitted to post-synaptic
neural circuits centrally. It is well known that this
tonic discharge activity has a powerful influence on
motor control systems in the brainstem (Goldberg
2000; Goldberg and Fernandez 1984; e.g., Precht et
al. 1966). Less well appreciated is the fact that tonic
gravity receptor discharge may strongly influence
regulatory systems located in the brainstem and at
more rostral levels of the neuraxis in mature animals
(e.g., Fuller et al. 2002, 2004; Xue et al. 2004; Yates
and Miller 1998). The findings of elevated discharge
rates in OTO− mice may have a bearing on altered
baroreflexes reported for these animals [in het(−/−)
mice, Xue et al. 2004] and may help explain the
tonic vestibular influence inferred by these authors
as well as the slightly elevated baseline heart rates
reported.
Discharge rates and the unloaded macula
When animals are exposed to whole-body centrifuga-
tion on large diameter centrifuges, the gravitational
load on macular sensory elements is increased. The
result is an increased level of tonic vestibular dis-
charge and in turn increased levels of activity in
central vestibular relays (Fuller et al. 2002, 2004;
Kaufman et al. 1992; Murakami et al. 2002). Similar
changes have been reported during space flight with
increases and decreases in gravitational loading
(Pompeiano et al. 2001a, b).
Whether these changes in discharge level translate
into altered background resting discharge rates dur-
ing gravitational unloading and loading is an interest-
ing open question for which our results may have
some bearing. Based on the studies cited above, one
might reason simply that mean ganglion cell dis-
charge rates should increase or decrease respectively
with increased or decreased macular gravitational
loading. However, this notion was not borne out in
the present study. Neither overall rates nor the range
of rates were reduced (see Fig. 5 and Tables 1 and 2)
in otoconia-deficient mice compared to normal
animals, as would be predicted on the basis of an
unloaded macula. However, our results were obtained
under conditions of long-term chronic unloading of
the macula unlike the short-term (hours to days) load
changes cited. In the absence of ambient gravitational
loading, indeed in the absence of any stimulus,
macular discharge rates on average slightly exceeded
those of animals loaded normally at 1 G. These
findings suggest to us that discharge rates may be
regulated such that, when disturbed (e.g., by unload-
ing or loading) or in the absence of all stimulation, a
long-term adaptive process ultimately acts to bring
mean macular discharge rates toward some set point
at or near normal levels in the chronic stages of
unloading. Hypothetically, this putative adaptive pro-
cess would have a much longer time constant (τ ≫
minutes) and different origins than those underlying
the well-appreciated mechanotransduction adaptation
mechanisms (see reviews, Eatock 2000, Eatock and
Lysakowski 2006, Fettiplace and Ricci 2006, and
Hudspeth and Gillespie 1994). The exact nature of
the hypothesized long-term adaptive process is not
clear.
Adaptation in the synaptic apparatus is one possi-
ble mechanism that could account for the increased
discharge rates reported here. Ross (1993, 1994, and
2000) reported that the number of macular ribbon
synapses changed over a period of days following
changes in gravitational loading. Her findings provid-
ed evidence that the synaptic apparatus may be
regulated in response to long-term gravitational
unloading. Since, OTO− mice present chronically
unloaded maculae, one might reason that the synap-
tic apparatus in OTO− mice should provide evidence
of up-regulation. Indeed, there is some qualitative
support for this suggestion.
Hoffman et al. (2006) noted a prevalence of
multiple ribbon complexes in type II hair cells from
OTO− utricles. Such synaptic ribbon complexes are
uncommon in the adult rodent utricle and were
found to be restricted to type I hair cells in the mouse
vestibular neuroepithelia (Park et al. 1987). They are,
however, found in the developing (i.e., E19) mouse
utricle (Fig. 17 in Van De Water et al. 1977) and were
reported to occur in greater numbers in early
neonatal compared to older (e.g., P28) mice (Lysa-
kowski 1999). The relatively frequent occurrence of
multiple ribbon complexes among hair cells of the
utricular neuroepithelium of the OTO− mouse may
reflect adaptive changes to chronic sensory depriva-
tion (unloading). A quantitative evaluation of ribbon
synapses in OTO− mice would be helpful in providing
a definitive answer to this question.
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SUMMARY
The present results demonstrate that vestibular pri-
mary afferents innervating otoconia-deficient maculae
are spontaneously active, discharge at slightly higher
rates on average, and otherwise evidence a range of
variation in discharge regularity comparable to that
found in normal control mice and other mammals.
These findings confirm the hypothesis that resting
activity in macular primary afferents occurs in the
absence of ambient stimulation and suggest indirectly
that the ribbon synapses present in hair cells of
otoconia-deficient mice are functional.
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